USENIX Grant Application Announcement

USENIX's grant programs support the future of the field by helping the next generation of practitioners and researchers attend our technical conferences. All applicants are reviewed and selected by a USENIX committee. We encourage you to apply for a grant!

Applications are open for:

  - Student Grants
  - Diversity Grants
  - Grants for Black Computer Science Students
  - Student Grants
  - Diversity Grants
  - Grants for Black Computer Science Students

Student grants, diversity grants, and grants for black computer science students will be available soon for:

- **14th USENIX Symposium on Operating Systems Design and Implementation** (**OSDI ’20**), November 4–6, 2020, in Banff, Alberta, Canada.

Learn more about USENIX's Grant Program and review our responses to FAQs for applicants: [https://www.usenix.org/grant-program-overview](https://www.usenix.org/grant-program-overview). We hope you will join us!